
Ideas good in theory: strip clubs, 
socialism, pizza bagels. in practice, 
these things never live up to their 
imagined potential. For the moment, 
breathable food can be added to the list. 

Le Whif is an invention from harvard biomedi-
cal engineering professor david edwards. as the 
founder of both Labogroup and the Foodlab at Le 
Laboratoire in Paris, edwards and his team have 
created inventions like andrea, an air purification 
system using houseplants; the Pumpkin, a 
specialized container to aid water transportation 
in the developing world; and a cylinder of inhal-
able chocolate, named after an 
effete, Pink Panther villain. 

the idea behind Le Whif is to 
provide chocolate without the 
calories. each Chapstick-shaped 
inhaler contains eight to 10 puffs. 
a quick drag covers your taste-
buds with an organic chocolate 
cloud. not a chocoholic but a 
product tester with an oral 
fixation, i grabbed handfuls of all 
three flavors and handed them out 
to coworkers and friends for a 
week of experimentation. 

the most common response 
upon encountering Le Whif is 
one of confusion. “it looks like 
some drug,” said amanda, our 
assistant editor. “if you saw me 
doing this, you’d be like, that 
girl’s f***ed up.” giving her a raspberry Whif 
and a tutorial only increased the unease. Pull out 
this. suck on that. it was all very Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High. 

the best response to the first hit came from 
our intern tom. after a burst of mint chocolate, 
his eyes shot open like he’d been goosed. as his 
blush faded, he managed a weak, “it kinda tastes 
like chocolate.”

For me, that was the problem. i found the taste 
weak. yet at the same time, while the granules 
are too big to enter the lungs, each pull felt like i 
was battering my uvula and tonsils with a 
blustery nestlé gale. nearly all my huffs were 
followed by coughs. either i possess the lung 
power of a bottlenose dolphin, or, despite years 
of practice, i was screwing up the process of 
breathing. 

“it takes some time to learn the technique,” said 
Labogroup Coo tom hadfield. “We equate it to 

learning how to use chopsticks.” (For the record, i 
can’t use chopsticks without getting hand cramps 
and soy sauce on my shirt.) Calling from London 
and masking his pity behind an english accent, 
hadfield explained that enjoying Le Whif requires 
just “a gentle kiss.” this is a hard concept to 
follow when candy is involved. if the tubes had 
cargo-bay doors, i would’ve dumped their pay-
loads into my mouth like i was fighting an oral 
forest fire. 

that technique would’ve flown in the face of 
Le Whif’s primary selling point. Besides offering 
portability, hadfield claims that the product 

provides efficient consumption. 
Consider that one hershey’s 
Kiss contains 200 calories, and 
while it delivers taste, only a 
few grams of all that fat and 
sugar is actually coating your 
tongue. With Le Whif, a soft 
blanketing of flavor nets you 
less than a single calorie. 

“yeah, but chocolate melts in 
your mouth,” contended my 
friend derek, after an unenthu-
siastic toke. and surely, the 
sensuousness of eating is absent. 
Le Whif would also be hard-
pressed to win my girlfriend’s 
$2.50. “if there was some other 
thing to it besides the chalky 
chocolate, maybe. it needs some 
kind of bonus.”

ahead of the game, the FoodLab has created 
coffee Le Whif, with each tube containing the 
caffeine equivalent of a shot of espresso. already 
in demand after a limited run, i couldn’t get my 
hands on any, which may be good, because as a 
caffeine junkie, it’s possible my mouth isn’t the 
only orifice i would have used to ingest it. 

“We’re working on new flavors,” hadfield 
assured. “in the future, it’s conceivable you could 
breathe almost any food, so maybe you’ll be 
breathing a three-course meal.”

But there’s competition in the cutthroat world 
of aerosol science. hometown rival Compellis 
Pharmaceuticals is now working on a nasal spray 
designed to curb the appetite by temporarily 
altering one’s sense of smell. 

Faced with a tube packed with powdered au 
poivre, i might not need the help. CCC
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To Cold on The Curb: 
i’m glad you had the 
opportunity “to thank me for 

the traffic lesson.” and i’m sorry i felt 
“compelled to open my mouth” about 
your “violation” of an “oft-overlooked 
traffic law.” i had a green light, you had a 
do not cross! and what did you decide 
to do? Cross anyway, and then get upset 
with me for driving through a green 
light! i know i have it so easy driving up 
Boylston street on a weekday afternoon 
at 5:15 after commuting back to the city 
for an hour to get home to my sick wife 
and nine-month-old daughter. so i will 
“pardon you for being reluctant to 
stand on the corner and wait for the 
signal.”                  Frustrated behind the wheel  

To the Monday morning multitasker:

thank you for your attempt to make me 
take stock of my life. as i crossed 
Brookline avenue, i turned to see you 
(with ample dexterity) driving your 
gleaming white, late model sUV. you 
drove with not two, not one, but (look, 
mom!) no hands. how was this 
accomplished? With your elbow! and 
why? you were multitasking [with] 
your cell phone in one hand and your 
eyelash curler in the other, craning your 
neck towards the rearview mirror to 
make certain you did a perfect job. and 
that swerve at the last minute to avoid 
me? Perfection. it allowed me not only 
to survive, but to review in detail the 32 
years of my life that flashed so vividly 
before my eyes.             Enlightened pedestrian

To the woman jogger in Coolidge 
Corner on March 6: 

you were approaching a woman and her 
two kids from behind and nearly ran 
them over. then you had the gall to yell 
at her to watch her kids. you were out of 
line. you were jogging on the sidewalk 
in a very congested area. if you don’t 
want to be bothered when you’re 
running, hit the track. grow up and 
learn to behave.  Offended mother and runner

Unrequited crush? Bad hair? Need to vent? Send your 
e-mails of love and spleen to impersonals@improper.
com, or fax 617-859-1446.Send your stories and suggestions to nick@improper.com.

Swing and 
le Whif


